NOTIFICATION

In reference to Employment Notice No. MD/APGCL/ESSTT/2013/935/ Pt-I/77 dated 21/12/2018, pertaining to the recruitment for the post of Laboratory Assistant, Staff Nurse (GNM) and Auxiliary Nurse (ANM) in APGCL, it is for information of all concerned that, the criteria for reservation for Economically Weaker Section (EWS) and Reservation for Women (RFW) will be as per existing norms of Government of Assam.

The candidates belonging to Economically Weaker Section (EWS) category, who appeared in the OMR Based written examination for the post of Laboratory Assistant, are to submit valid EWS Certificate from Competent Authority, by 05:00 PM of 25/02/2021 to GM (HR), APGCL, Bijulee Bhawan (03rd Floor), Paltan Bazar, Guwahati-781001.

The reservation stated in the said Employment Notice hereby stands modified. The other terms and conditions of the said Employment Notice shall remain same.

Chairperson, Selection Committee,
APGCL, Bijulee Bhawan, Guwahati-1.